In attendance: L. Potter, L. Dwight, M. Darbeheshti, D. Deby, T. Spehn, J. Fox, V. Shyu, R. Hunt, T. Zornio, J. Bihun

12:00 Welcome/Lunch and Scheduling

Ongoing Business Items
12:10 Summer projects
12:20 Grants
   - Provost’s NTTF Best Practices Award review and announcement
   - CLAS PD grant review update: 6 $1000 grants awarded (2 went to ICB faculty)

12:30 GUEST—Michele McKinney, Assistant Vice President External Relations and Advocacy, Office of the President, CU Advocates
   Notes: Advocates are friends/family/alum/faculty; anyone can be one; know things before they appear;
   Value of higher ed does not poll well in CU; we are #48 in nation for state funding for more than 10 years; 13% more in state budget; we need more community presence—Outreach Map—show how CU is in our community; TABOR caps state revenue to gov’t, anything more returned to voter
   CUS Global has “caught the wave” on online education in CO

12:40 CU Presidential Candidate, Mark Kennedy
1:00 Meeting with the Deans Wed 2:30-3:30
1:20 Open Forum